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Important facts for the week 
 

 In a normal year, about 75% of US corn would be reaching maturity in about two months, but given that an extraordinary 
large share of the 2019 crop was planted very late due to heavy spring rains, this and a cool August weather forecast could 
prevent some corn from crossing the finish line. July was warmer than normal across most of the US Corn Belt, especially in 
the eastern portions where planting delays were the worst. A warm July is not normally favourable as pollination usually kicks 
off the month, but it was seen as helpful this year with the crop so far behind in development. 

 
 The International Grains Council (IGC) decreased its estimate for world wheat production in the 2019/2020 season, reflecting 

reduced crops in Russia, the EU and Canada. The IGC lowered its 2019/20 global wheat crop estimate by 6 MMT to a total 
763 MMT. Top wheat exporter, Russia, is expected to harvest a crop of 75.7 MMT, which is lower than the previous estimate 
of 79.5 MMT. 

 
 According to Datagro Consultoria, Brazil could see a record soybean harvest in the 2019-20 season if good weather persists, 

as farmers are expected to increase their planting area. Brazil, which is the world's largest soybean exporter and could become 
the biggest producer in the upcoming season, is expected to increase the soybean planted area by 2% to a total of 36.8 
million hectares. 

 

  

ZAR/mt Week

01 August 2019 25 July 2019 Move 01 August 2019 25 July 2019

SAFEX Sep'19 White Maize 2,910R                            2,897R                            13R          ZAR/USD 14.44R                            14.07R                            

SAFEX Dec'19 White Maize 2,995R                            2,982R                            13R          EUR/USD 1.1036$                           1.1145$                           

SAFEX Sep'19 Yellow Maize 2,800R                            2,804R                            (4)R           ZAR/EUR 15.94R                            15.70R                            

SAFEX Dec'19 Yellow Maize 2,878R                            2,879R                            (1)R           ZAR/GBP 17.45R                            17.53R                            

SAFEX Sep'19 Soybeans 5,430R                            5,350R                            80R          

SAFEX Dec'19 Soybeans 5,529R                            5,460R                            69R          

SAFEX Sep'19 Sunflower 5,202R                            5,120R                            82R          31/07/2019

SAFEX Dec'19 Sunflower 5,364R                            5,275R                            89R          01/08/2019

SAFEX Sep'19 Wheat 4,495R                            4,520R                            (25)R         02/08/2019

SAFEX Dec'19 Wheat 4,458R                            4,436R                            22R          

USD/mt Week ZAR/mt Week

FOB Origin 25 July 2019 Move Origin Country Move

FCA Durban

SA Sep'19 Soybeans 407$                                 411$                                 (3)$           US (HRW) Spot Wheat 10.1% 4,993R                            9R                                    

US Sep'19 Soybeans 344$                                 353$                                 (9)$           US (SRW) Spot Wheat 4,910R                            65R                                  

Brazil Sep'19 Soybeans 359$                                 364$                                 (6)$           Germany Spot Wheat 11.0% 4,750R                            59R                                  

Argentina Sep'19 Soybeans 335$                                 343$                                 (9)$           France Spot Wheat 10.1% 4,350R                            36R                                  

Russia Spot Wheat 11.0% 4,720R                            116R                                

Australian APW Spot Wheat 9.2% 4,867R                            127R                                

SA Sep'19 Yellow Maize 207$                                 214$                                 (7)$           Argentina Spot Wheat 10.6% 4,750R                            89R                                  

US Sep'19 Yellow Maize 182$                                 194$                                 (12)$         FCA Randfontein

Argentina Sep'19 Yellow Maize 161$                                 165$                                 (3)$           South Africa Spot Wheat 12.0% 4,476R                            (29)R                                

Brazil Sep'19 Yellow Maize 167$                                 175$                                 (8)$           

Black Sea Spot Yellow Maize (non GM) 194$                                 194$                                 -$         FCA Klipheuwel

US Sep'19 Yellow Maize 3,514R                            (70)R                                

SA Sep'19 White Maize 220$                                 226$                                 (6)$           Argentina Sep'19 Yellow Maize 3,164R                            38R                                  

Brazil Sep'19 Yellow Maize 3,252R                            (23)R                                

US Sep'19 White Maize 227$                                224$                                3$             South Africa Sep'19 Yellow Maize 3,150R                            (4)R                                   

Mexico Sep'19 White Maize 235$                                235$                                -$         

FCA Randfontein

US Sep'19 White Maize 4,244R                            161R                                

Mexico Sep'19 White Maize 4,273R                            116R                                

Wheat Published Tariff 958.00R                          

Maize

Wheat

Important dates

Export Parity Import Parity

Weekly Imports and exports

Weekly producer deliveries

Soybeans

(Wheat quality based on 12 % moisture & import tariff included)

Weekly USA export intentions

Protein 

level

Yellow Maize

White Maize

Wheat
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News for the week 

 
Corn/Maize 
International corn prices traded lower this past week after 
Chicago trades futures traded lower with technical selling and 
good weather expected for the late corn crop applying 
downward price pressure. 
 
In a normal year, about 75% of US corn would be reaching 
maturity in about two months, but given that an extraordinary 
large share of the 2019 crop was planted very late due to 
heavy spring rains, this and a cool August weather forecast 
could prevent some corn from crossing the finish line. July was 
warmer than normal across most of the US Corn Belt, 
especially in the eastern portions where planting delays were 

the worst. A warm July is not normally favourable as 
pollination usually kicks off the month, but it was seen as 
helpful this year with the crop so far behind in development. 
  
The condition of the US corn crop improved with 1% last week 
and it is now rated 58% good to excellent. Most of the decline 
in conditions were found in the central Corn Belt where a dryer 
weather trend has developed over the past several weeks. 
The weather forecast is expecting mostly seasonal 
temperatures this week with limited rainfall. If this forecast 
proves to be true, the corn condition will probably decline next 
Monday. The corn condition generally declines this time of the 
year due to drying conditions. 
 
South African (SA) maize prices traded higher for White Maize 
for September 2019 and December 2019 and traded lower for 
yellow maize mainly due to lower Chicago traded corn futures 
prices and weaker ZAR working against each other. 
    
Wheat 
International wheat prices traded slightly lower this past week 
with the current harvesting of US winter wheat, good crop 
conditions and some technical selling of the corn and 
soybeans supporting the bearish sediment.  
 
The International Grains Council (IGC) decreased its estimate 
for world wheat production in the 2019/2020 season, 
reflecting reduced crops in Russia, the EU and Canada. The 
IGC lowered its 2019/20 global wheat crop estimate by 6 MMT 
to a total 763 MMT. Top wheat exporter, Russia, is expected 
to harvest a crop of 75.7 MMT, which is lower than the 
previous estimate of 79.5 MMT. 
 
Argentine wheat farmers are preparing for a record harvest, 
even as other international competitors see crop yields 
decrease because of floods in the US, intense heat in Europe 
and drought in Australia. The wheat production in the world's 
No. 6 wheat exporter, Argentina, will increase the South 
American country market share in international markets, while 
wheat incomes that will start to flow at the turn of the year 
will boost whoever wins presidential elections in October. 
 
According to Soufflet, France is expected to harvest between 
38 MMT and 39 MMT of soft wheat this summer with quality 

levels meeting export standards. The wheat harvest is in full 
swing in France, with the results showing good yields despite 
a record-breaking heatwave that caused mainly local damage, 
prompting producers to increase their production estimates. 
 
The share of milling wheat in Ukraine's 2019 wheat harvest is 
expected to increase to 70% from around 55% in 2018 due 
to hot and dry weather. Hot conditions across Ukraine in May 
and June were ideal for a high-quality wheat harvest, pushing 
up the proportion of food-grade wheat in the crop and 
creating a shortage of grain for animal feed, which has seen 
a consequent increase in prices. 
 

South African (SA) wheat prices traded higher for December 
2019 due to weaker ZAR and higher import parity prices. 
 
Soybeans 
International soybean prices traded lower this past week after 
Chicago trades futures traded lower with technical selling and 
good weather expected for the late soybean crop applying 
downward price pressure. 
 
According to Datagro Consultoria, Brazil could see a record 
soybean harvest in the 2019-20 season if good weather 
persists, as farmers are expected to increase their planting 
area. Brazil, which is the world's largest soybean exporter and 
could become the biggest producer in the upcoming season, 
is expected to increase the soybean planted area by 2% to a 
total of 36.8 million hectares. 
 
As stated by the Chinese state media, the US has shipped 
several MMT of soybeans to China since the two countries' 
leaders met in June, although US government data shows that 
the volume was much less. The US-China trade war has 
limited the export of US crops to China, with soybean exports 
decreasing after China imposed tariffs of 25% on US cargoes. 
 
US government data showed that the export of soybeans to 
China started picking up to the most in five months ahead of 
trade talks between the two countries in Shanghai, although 
the shipments were for soybeans bought months ago and new 
purchases have proven elusive. China has yet to make the 
large agricultural purchases US President Donald Trump and 
other top officials say were promised when Trump and 
Chinese President Xi Jinping met at the G20 summit in Osaka, 
Japan a month ago to restart stalled trade talks. 
 
The condition of the US soybean crop was unchanged last 
week at 54% rated good to excellent. The 2019 US soybeans 
are 57% flowering compared to 85% last year and 79% for 
the 5-year average.  
 
South African (SA) soybean prices traded higher for 
September 2019 and December 2019 this past week due to 
weaker ZAR.
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Rainfall outlook for the next 10 days (Source: Windy.com) 

ECMWF (European Model) GFS (American Model) 

South Africa 

  
South America 

  
North America 

  
 

 
 
 

Disclaimer 
The opinions and assumptions expressed in this publication are not reflective of OVK and OVK accepts no responsibility or liability for any claims 

that are made in the report.  Copyright is reserved and content may only with written permission of the editor are reproduced. 


